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Abstract: Among the main objectives worked up by contemporary pedagogics in music, the authors focus their
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1. Introduction
One of the main tasks of musicology today is to understand the functions of music both as an art and as a
written language at a new level, to understand contemporary culture and cultural processes, and the influence of
information technology on the formation of a creative personality capable of consciously perceiving various
musical phenomena both directly and analytically and structurally. Research in the field of musicology, based on
a number of interdisciplinary connections (philosophy, aesthetics, psychology, acoustics, neurology, semiotics,
etc.) are directed today, on the one hand, to the study of culture, centuries formed in the history of mankind, on
the other hand, to the study of the specifics of contemporary perception of music [1], [2].
The authors see one of the main tasks of pedagogical research in revealing the didactic features of the use of
music computer technologies (MCT – see: [3], [4], [5]), the possibility of their application in the musical
education and education of the younger generation on the basis of classical music, traditional approaches to the
methods of transmission the products centuries-old musical culture. It is important that the passion for external,
new digital effects and opportunities not only contributed to the bright and colorful "hot" impressions in
communication with the art of music [6], but also developed critical thinking, worked on the development of
intellectual and cultural growth of students, including the use of MCT.

2. Music Computer Technologies As A New Creative Educational Medium
High-tech information educational environment requires the search for new approaches and fundamentally
new systems of education in the School of the Digital Age. The development of MCT in the late 20s – early 21st
century has significantly expanded the ways of obtaining information.
The authors were guided by the general principles that had been developed at the Educational and
Methodical Laboratory „Music Computer Technologies‟, Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia (Saint
Petersburg) and the interactive learning system „Soft Way to Mozart‟.
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Sphere of interests of the members of the „Music Computer Technologies‟ Laboratory includes the problems
of interrelation of natural and technical sciences and humanities, as well as the possibilities of applying the
results of such interrelation for the purposes of music education and upbringing. Scientific group of the
Laboratory also take part in working out the specialized software for computer music devices and in application
of this software in pedagogical processes. Research activities of the members of Laboratory including such
directions as:
- MCT in professional musical education (as a means to expand creative opportunities),
- MCT in general musical education (as one of the means of education),
- MCT as a means of rehabilitation of people with disabilities,
- MCT as the new direction in preparation of specialists of humanitarian and techno-logical profile,
- MCT in the field of digital arts,
- MCT in information technology, psychoacoustics and musical acoustics.
Developments and researches in the field of musical pedagogics and musicology, music computer science
(musical informatics), computer modeling of processes of musical creativity, timbre programming, art of
performing skill and arrangement on electronic musical instruments, creative work in the field of computer
music, mathematical methods in musicology, etc. – all these directions in its totality allow to work up the
methodological principles and pedagogical approaches to the use of MCT in musical education. (See: [7], [8],
[9], [10] a.o.).

3. General Features of the ‘Soft Way to Mozart’ System
If The central part of the „Soft Way to Mozart‟ system is specialized software, the necessary condition for
the functioning of which is the connection with a digital keyboard musical instrument, carried out by means of a
MIDI-interface. The components of the „Soft Way to Mozart‟ system: specialized software, computer and
synthesizer interconnection ([11], [12], [13]).
The choice of a keyboard instrument such as a clavier, a synthesizer, a MIDI-controller or a piano (in the
„Soft Way to Mozart‟ system we use digital keyboard instruments) was due to the crystallized traditions of
classical music education. It is the keyboard that is able to convey the multi-voice palette of the musical fabric
most accurately. Keyboard instruments have been the sound equivalent of a multi-voice sounding space for the
last few centuries (see: [14], [15], [16]). Many genres of musical culture, are based on the use of scores, they are
translated into the format of the clavier for wider use in the study of musical material and teaching IT.
The most important feature of the MCT is the possibility of direct and simultaneous interaction of not only
all multimedia structures, but also the algorithm of interaction of these structures with human perception [17].
Digital media technologies have raised the process of both visual and auditory perception of the music stream to
a new level: the level of a high degree of interaction ([18], [19], [20]).
There are general and specific features that we should consider when teaching any subject. General features
are the foundation that form the entire structure of any subject. The alphabet in reading, the multiplication table
in math, the globe in geography, the table of chemical elements in chemistry are examples of the general systems
that unite more specific elements of each subject: letters, numbers, continents or chemical elements.
The following general fundamental features are essential for creating a whole system for music literacy:

3.1.

Generally piano keys and Grand Staff are one unite

The keys are the lines and spaces, and the lines and spaces are the keys. They are a whole.
To learn the keys and lines/spaces separately is more specific.
The Piano geography, octaves, music notation are subtitles. They have to follow after the introduction to the
entire unite.
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3.2.

Pitch and placement on the Grand Staff are general. Timbres are specific.
All music sounds have concrete pitch and concrete placement on the Grand Staff.
Pitch and placement generally unite sounds regardless of their timbre.
On the other hand, the timbres of music sounds are specific for each group of instruments and have no
relevance to the music grammar.
Therefore, we have to start music lessons with piano keys and the Grand Staff to present music system as
a whole first.

3.3.

The Grand Staff is General–Treble, Bass and other clefs are specific.

Treble Treble and Bass clefs are NOT two separate systems, but rather two parts of one system that mirror
each other.
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With this idea in mind, it makes more sense to count the lines of Treble and Bass from the Middle C,
which acts like the 0 on a thermometer--with degrees going higher (to the right) and lower (to the left).
Based on this fact, we have to count the lines of the Bass clef not from the bottom up, but from up to
bottom.
If your music textbook says otherwise, updated this information.

The Grand Staff is the general system of music literacy. We have to present it as a whole from the very
beginning to avoid any confusion in the future.
Learning different clefs for different instruments is more specific. They can be introduced later after
understanding the major concept first.

3.4.

The duration of music notes is not a static form – it is a timing process.

The general feature of the process is that every sound has a beginning, a development and an end.
In this regard, the graphic representation of each note’s duration is more specific element.
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Here is an illustration:

A sound‟s beginning

The development

The end

Only interactive computer technology is capable of adequately communicating the beginning, the
development and the end of the physical music sound in real time.
For example, the touch of a key and a sound can be presented as an animated flower (for the beginning and
the development) and a butterfly (the end and necessity to move on)

3.5.

The time as one line of events.

One single line generally presents the moment of real sounding. It unites all sounds with no regard to their
beginning, development or ending stage. Such line also unites all common elements of music - the pitch, lines
and spaces (notes) and the keys.
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The whole system of all music elements that received the name "Soft Way to Mozart" combines different
forms of spatial expression of music into a single whole and in fact is an essential fundamental component for
music education worldwide.

4. Conclusion
From 2013 to 2018 on the basis of educational and methodical laboratory Music Computer Technologies of
the Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia were conducted refresher courses for teachers of musical
schools and boarding schools, and implemented the elements of the distance support program of excellence
"Interactive Network Technologies Music Learning (the Program „Soft Way to Mozart‟). Also in the educational
and methodical laboratory Music Computer Technologies was organized music training on the basis of the
educational system „Soft Way to Mozart‟ for students of various (non-musical) faculties at the Herzen State
Pedagogical University of Russia in the framework of the pedagogical experiment in the preparation of the
master's thesis on the topic: „Information educational environment as a factor in the formation of general cultural
competencies of students by means of the MCT‟. Specialized software was installed with the support of the
Resource Center of Informatization of the Herzen State Pedagogical University of Russia. In work with the
students and the teachers were used visual, visual-animation and other interactive modifications developed for
the „Soft Way to Mozart‟ system.
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Teachers who have successfully studied up the program, mastered the competencies, including the ability
(and willingness): to use interactive network technology of music training in educational activities; to develop
training and presentation materials for classes using the MCT and interactive network technology of music
training; to conduct classes using contemporary MCT and interactive network technology of music training; to
possess the skills of teaching music to people with disabilities through the use of MCT and interactive network
technology of music training; to be able to create the most effective environment for the development of musical
and creative abilities of children; ability to apply contemporary methods and technologies of organization and
realization of educational process at different educational levels in various educational institutions; ability to
develop and implement educational programs to promote scientific knowledge and cultural traditions; ability to
create artistic and cultural environment etc.; as well as ability and willingness to apply rational methods of
search, selection, systematization and use of information; orientation in the produced special educational
literature on the profile of training and related issues, to analyze various methodological systems and formulate
their own principles and methods of training ([21], [22]); willingness to apply contemporary methods and
technologies, methods of diagnosing the students‟ achievements to ensure the quality of the educational process
[23].
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